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About This Game

"Deadly Rooms of Death" (DROD) is a turn-based strategy and tactics puzzle game series. It is a 2D top-down puzzle adventure
that focuses on pure gameplay mechanics, best described succinctly as "chess in a Zelda-like environment." The DROD series

began over a decade ago and has enthralled thousands of players.

Swordplay and puzzles combine in this thinking man's dungeon crawl. It's simple to learn, with just a handful of commands to
master. This game's rogue-like exterior belies clever puzzle design and unique play mechanics that provide amazing depth. Each

room is a hand-crafted puzzle that you solve by clearing out all the monsters with your Really Big Sword without letting any
reach and kill you. Monster types each have their own AI, with deterministic movement patterns. Puzzle elements and terrain
types help and hinder you in solving each puzzle. You start by learning basic mechanics and fighting techniques, and then the

difficulty steadily ramps up as each room you face presents a fresh challenge with a logical solution. This game features a novel
play style, with story- and puzzle-driven voiced dialogue delivered inline with hardcore puzzle solving that involves a mix of
strategy, tactics, lateral thinking and linchpins. As developers, our goal is to present you with a novel experience where game

mechanics are paramount. DROD will give you that "just one more room" feeling.

This game is the entry-point title in the ongoing DROD franchise. "Gunthro" is designed as an beginner-level offering to the
DROD world, with both new players and veterans in mind. The level layout is has multiple hub areas to explore as you progress.

The game starts easy, has a smooth learning curve and an integrated online hints system. You should be pleased by the puzzle
designs that went into this game, making for a delightful blend of fun and challenge. A level editor and enthusiastic player

community make this a game you can relish for years.

Main game features
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 Over 300 puzzle rooms across 25 levels, each organized around different combinations of puzzle elements.

 All-new enhanced version of the "Gunthro and the Epic Blunder" campaign!

 Over 25,000 usermade rooms available for download!

 Dozens of secret areas and optional extra challenge levels that lie in store for the more curious and adventuresome,
uncovered in a variety of ways.

 Varied elements and monster types like rock golems, giant serpents, wraithwings, and evil eyes, each with a distinctive
AI behavior and requiring different strategies and tactics to conquer.

 Hours of contextual music composed by synthpop artist Jon Sonnenberg of Travelogue.

 New and upgraded in-game artwork, including three all-new terrain styles, with real-time lighting and a range of
environmental effects.

 Full-featured level/campaign editor, with custom scripting engine and modding capabilities

 Active and friendly player community

 Hi-score competition and hints system via our CaravelNet service

The story:

In this game, Beethro Budkin recounts an epic tale of adventure to his precocious nephews about his grandfather, Gunthro
Budkin, and his exploits in the dangerous nation of Rasarus. Gunthro is a third-generation smitemaster and a rather ugly man.

Smitemasters are hard-bitten, muscled veteran dungeon exterminators that slay hideous beasties in dark places for a living. You
know Gunthro will get the job done, and you'll happily pay him to clear your basement of giant man-eating dungeon roaches.

When the Rasarun king is slain by an officer of Tueno, Gunthro is recruited by Rasarus to defend his country and reclaim its
honor. However, as Gunthro searches deeper, he will find that things are not quite as they seem.

Experience the unique turn-based puzzle dungeon adventure of DROD!

Deluxe Bundle:
Contains:

DROD: Gunthro and the Epic Blunder

DROD OST: Deadly Music of Death, Volumes 1 and 2
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Title: DROD: Gunthro and the Epic Blunder
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Caravel Games
Publisher:
Caravel Games
Release Date: 2 Apr, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win XP+

Processor: 500MHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB

DirectX: Version 5.2

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: Optional

English
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drod gunthro and the epic blunder. drod gunthro and the epic blunder download

Pretty much the same as the original. The main difference is the futuristic theme, and the ways you earn respect from gangs.
Still an awesome game that you can play on anything. If you liked the first one, pick this one up next.. This game is poorly
made.. Astro Port is always surprising us with simple but adictive games. Vulkaiser is not an exception. A lovely homage to the
80's anime of giant robots, with that esthetic emuled by the design, graphics and music.

This game promises good hours shooting ships over the cities, avoiding bullet hells, fusing robots and discovering super powers
on partys with only one lifebar. Like a classic arcade. Enjoy it!. wonderfull game! i had it on disc a couple years ago and when i
saw it here on steam i just had to buy it again, only thing that is sad is that it's only 5 skirmish maps but then again you'll be
playing those maps plenty of times and have alot of fun.. Absolute Mind Blowing and Stress-free game!. Every time i play Zup i
feel loved again. I feel the touch of its lips on my neck, i smell the aroma of its hair, i hear it whisper in my ear: "you are
needed, you are loved, you are not worthless, play me". These moments when i play new Zup game are one of the only few
moments in my life that have some meaning and are not moments of suffering and pain.. This game is A LOT creepier then I
gave it credit for. A very scary environment, enemies that pop out of nowhere, and a feeling of mounting dread. After three
minutes I wanted to stop playing.
https://youtu.be/Eh3-OM7EY44. Kyoko's Theme Song is a remix of Children by Robert Miles. That song took me way back!
10\/10. Mac did it!
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I'm not really sure what to say about this game...

The story is unclear, the gameplay some kind of overworked old-school and the voice-over are the most terrible i've ever heard
(only pro: you can disable them by unchecking "sound" in the menu).

EDIT: Even worse! I just played Mythos - The Beginning and every model from Arkham Nightmares has been taken from this
game!

So to conclude: This game has none, what so ever, good aspect.... This is a game I really wanted to like. I have a soft spot in my
gamer heart for cartoony platformers. This looked like such a great Keen-esque platformer that I bought it on blind faith. Bad
mistake. It's a horribly simplistic, buggy exposition of what it looks like when a video game is made from the ground up to hit a
marketing goal. Someone said "old school is in right now, Halloween is cool, push this game out" and this horrible thing was
patched together as quickly as possible. I'm pretty disappointed in both Interplay and Steam for signing off on the distribution.. 
https://youtu.be/tfejCkIragM

No.

This game uses the same asset hospital as "Horror Hospital", a turkish game that i got laughed at for saying "ahhh, it's alright for
the price" (in Turkish, no less). This is basically a walking simulator, with lots of sounds going on around you tha thave noeffect
on your game play what soever. It took me 50 minutes or so to find something that might kill me, and i found the whole
experience rather underwhelming.

walking for a long time is not gameplay, when will indie devs realise this? Hiding keys around the long walk in order to impede
your journey doesn't make more fun. In fact, that's what this game lacks more than anything else...fun.

Sorry Devs...waste of money, unless you like walking in the dark a lot.
. I read about this, tried walking in place while playing PSVR and felt like it was exactly what I wanted. When I finally was able
to buy my VR PC, bought two Vive trackers and ankle straps on faith, immediately bought this, and was so glad I did. I had
difficulty initially getting the trackers to pair correctly, but once I did, Natural Locomotion worked pretty much right away.

I have nerve damage that affects my left hand, so delegating locomotion to my feet has been pretty amazing, more immersive,
more comfortable, and easier for me, since movement with my thumb is tiring and at times inaccurate. Natural Locomotion
does a good job of giving customization options for remapping some functions of the controllers, which is really nice as well. I
don’t feel like this next wave of VR is going to do much with foot tracking, but I’m thrilled I can use it now, and hope it gets
traction with more people soon.. Pixel Dungeon is a roguelike, Inspired by Brogue. You can choose from 3 character classes: the
Warrior, the Mage, and the Rogue. You can unlock the Huntress at a later time. Your goal is to head to the bottom of the
dungeon and escape with the prize. This game is quite challenging, with a large selection of weapons, armors, rings, potions, and
scrolls plus a good amount of other items to play with.

It can be played with only the mouse, or only the keyboard, or you can use elements of both. Controls are very customizable and
smooth. There's also partial controller support at the time of this review being typed(July 4th), however the devs are working on
full controller support, and will be adding more content as the go on. Pixel Dungeon has been worked on for quite a while, as it
was once a free game, and still is on the Android(and maybe iPhone), but the Steam version has far more content to offer than
the mobile version.

The music it plays in the Main Menu is great alos, wish I had it. Anyway, if you're a fan of roguelikes, especially Brogue, then
you should pick this game up.. Excellent addition to an amazing franchise. If you liked wierd worlds you will like this I
promise!. I have absolutely no idea how a person plays this game. you create the island and what?. My official review of thus
therefore whereas before I had been abducted by kittens my great great great great great great great great great great great grand
father who was involved in the creation of yes u know it, that's correct, yes the thing ur thinking of. Wellll anyways let me
inform your friends of this pop tastic pop tart of a game we are discussing right now. I really think that yes it is a game where u
press buttons so yes. Obviously. LATERrrrrrrrrr. i keep falling through the surface and have to delete the game and start all over
and over and over
. If you like WW2 and tactic shooter: buy this now.
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